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of schools as universities for children, but teachers in a
modern community, where rightly or wrongly, parents
seem to leave more for teachers to do, must face the fact
that if children do not come to school possessed of the
necessary arts of living—hygienic habits, good posture, good
clear speech, ' handy ' hands able to sew, mend and make,
bodies able to climb, run and swim, that such training,
essential to healthy life, must be part of the curriculum of
the modern school. The child free to learn in his own way
often finds them far more useful than the three R's and more
technical learning and consequently acquire them sooner.
If one thinks of education in terms of life rather than in
terms of school tradition, surely such training and the
kindred aesthetic expressions of singing, dancing and some
form of plastic art, should be acquired earlier than reading
and writing which demand careful control over, and co-
ordination of, a host of minor muscles. Also each art learnt
is a possible gateway to interest in knowledge and to many
the only gateway. Knowledge is very seldom interesting
to the majority of people for its own sake. Most seek it
because they find they must have it for some definite
purpose of a practical kind.
the advancement of knowledge
I suggested that in so far as it was the function of a
teacher to enlarge the scope of a child's interest in know-
ledge and to add to his store, he might be considered as a
professor hi a university for children, because thus, it seems
to me, a new light is thrown on a teacher's relation to
•Jiildren as learners. The joy of university life to a keen
student lies largely in the fact that there he can find people
who are interested in the subjects in which he is interested,
and who can put him on the right line for acquiring the
knowledge he is seeking,
A university as its first duty has, I suppose, the advance-

